0-- IDENTIFICATION BLOCK

Definition and Scope of Fields
This block contains numbers that identify the record and the record version, as well as entities for which the record has been created.

The following fields are defined:

001 Record Identifier
003 Persistent Record Identifier
005 Version Identifier

010 International Standard Name Identifier (ISNI)
015 International Standard Authority Data Number (Obsolete)

033 Other System Persistent Record Identifier
035 Other System Control Numbers
036 Music Incipit

050 International Standard Text Code (ISTC)
051 International Standard Musical Work Code (ISWC)
052 International Standard Audiovisual Number (ISAN)

061 International Standard Recording Code (ISRC)

[...].

1-- CODED INFORMATION BLOCK

Definition and Scope of Fields
This block contains coded fixed length data fields. The following fields are defined:

100 General Processing Data
101 Language of the Entity
102 Nationality of the Entity
106 Coded Data Field: Personal/Corporate/Family Name/Trademark/Printer/Publisher Device Used as Subject Access Point
120 Coded Data Field: Personal Name
122 Coded Data Field: Time Period of Work Content
123 Coded Data Field: Territorial or Geographical Name
127 Coded Data Field: Duration of Sound Recordings, Visual Projections, Musical Compositions and Performances
128 Coded Data Field: Form of Musical Work and Key or Mode
150 Coded Data Field: Corporate Name
152 Rules
154 Coded Data Field: Title
160 Geographic Area Code

[...].
2-- AUTHORIZED ACCESS POINT BLOCK

Definition and Scope of Fields
This block contains the access point for which the record is made. The access point will be an authorized access point if the record is an authority record, and a variant access point if the record is a reference entry or general explanatory entry record. The following fields are defined:

200 Authorized Access Point – Personal Name
210 Authorized Access Point – Corporate Body Name
215 Authorized Access Point – Territorial or Geographical Name
216 Authorized Access Point – Trademark
217 Authorized Access Point – Printer/Publisher Device
220 Authorized Access Point – Family Name
230 Authorized Access Point – Title
231 Authorized Access Point – Title (Work)
232 Authorized Access Point – Title (Expression) (Provisional)
235 Authorized Access Point – Collective Title
240 Authorized Access Point – Name/Title
241 Authorized Access Point – Name/Title (Work)
242 Authorized Access Point – Name/Title (Expression)
243 Authorized Access Point – Conventional Name/Title for Legal and Religious Texts
245 Authorized Access Point – Name/Collective Title
250 Authorized Access Point – Topical Subject
260 Authorized Access Point – Place and Date of Publication, Performance, Provenance, etc.
280 Authorized Access Point – Form, Genre or Physical Characteristics

[...]

3-- NOTES BLOCK

Definition and Scope of Fields
Information notes are used in an authority record to provide historical information about an access point or to provide information when simple references generated from variant or related access points do not explain adequately a relationship. An information note in a reference record explains relationships between the reference access point and the authorized access point(s) to which the user of the reference is directed. Information notes in general explanatory records give the conventions used in formulating or filing authorized access points of the type one might expect to find under the form given in the explanatory access point.

The following information note fields are defined:

300 Information Note
305 Textual See Also Reference Note
310 Textual See Reference Note
320 General Explanatory Reference Note
330 General Scope Note
333 Users/Intended Audience Note
340 Biography and Activity Note
341 Activity Note Pertaining to Printer/Publisher
356 Geographical Note

[...].
4-- VARIANT ACCESS POINT BLOCK

Definition and Scope of Fields
This block contains variant access points that form the reference structure for the access point in the 2- field of the record. The following fields are defined:

400 Variant Access Point – Personal Name
410 Variant Access Point – Corporate Body Name
415 Variant Access Point – Territorial or Geographical Name
416 Variant Access Point – Trademark
417 Variant Access Point – Printer/Publisher Device
420 Variant Access Point – Family Name

430 Variant Access Point – Title
431 Variant Access Point – Title (Work)
432 Variant Access Point – Title (Expression) (Provisional)
440 Variant Access Point – Name/Title
441 Variant Access Point – Name/Title (Work)
442 Variant Access Point – Name/Title (Expression)
443 Variant Access Point – Conventional Name/Title for Legal and Religious Texts
445 Variant Access Point – Name/Collective Title

450 Variant Access Point – Topical Subject
460 Variant Access Point – Place and Date of Publication, Performance, Provenance, etc.
480 Variant Access Point – Form, Genre or Physical Characteristics

[...]

5-- RELATED ACCESS POINT BLOCK

Definition and Scope of Fields
This block contains the related access points that form the reference structure for the access point in the 2- field of the record. The following fields are defined:

500 Related Access Point – Personal Name
501 Related Access Point – Personal Name with Responsibility for the Work
502 Related Access Point – Personal Name for a Contributor Associated with the Expression
510 Related Access Point – Corporate Body Name
511 Related Access Point – Corporate Body Name with Responsibility for the Work
512 Related Access Point – Corporate Body Name for a Contributor Associated with the Expression
515 Related Access Point – Territorial or Geographical Name
516 Related Access Point – Trademark
517 Related Access Point – Printer/Publisher Device
520 Related Access Point – Family Name
521 Related Access Point – Family Name with Responsibility for the Work
522 Related Access Point – Family Name for a Associated with the Expression

530 Related Access Point – Title
531 Related Access Point – Title (Work)
532 Related Access Point – Title (Expression) (Provisional)
540 Related Access Point – Name/Title
541 Related Access Point – Name/Title (Work)
542 Related Access Point – Name/Title (Expression)
543 Related Access Point – Conventional Name/Title for Legal and Religious Texts
545 Related Access Point – Name/Collective Title

550 Related Access Point – Topical Subject
6-- **SUBJECT ANALYSIS CLASSIFICATION AND ENTITY HISTORY BLOCK**

**Definition and Scope of Fields**

This block contains fields for classification numbers and other classifying information that have a subject correspondence with the 2-- authorized access point of the record. These numbers may be single numbers or ranges of numbers, or classifying string of characters. Provision is made for including textual explanatory terms. It also contains a field for information on places and dates associated with the described entity.

The following fields are defined:

- 600 Subject Access Point – Personal Name
- 601 Subject Access Point – Corporate Body Name
- 602 Subject Access Point – Family Name
- 606 Subject Access Point – Topical Name
- 607 Subject Access Point – Geographical Name
- 610 Subject Access Point – Uncontrolled Subject Terms
- 616 Subject Access Point – Trademark
- 617 Subject Access Point – Hierarchical Geographical Name
- 631 Subject Access Point – Title (Work)
- 632 Subject Access Point – Title (Expression)
- 640 Place(s) and Date(s) Associated with the Entity
- 641 Subject Access Point – Name/Title (Work)
- 642 Subject Access Point – Name/Title (Expression)
- 675 Universal Decimal Classification (UDC)
- 676 Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC)
- 680 Library of Congress Classification (LCC)
- 686 Other Classification Numbers

[...]

7-- **AUTHORIZED ACCESS POINT IN OTHER LANGUAGE AND/OR SCRIPT BLOCK**

**Definition and Scope of Fields**

This block contains parallel or alternative language and/or script forms of the access point in the 2-- block and link to a separate record in which the 7-- access point is the primary entity.

The following fields are defined:

- 700 Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Personal Name
- 710 Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Corporate Body Name
- 715 Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Territorial or Geographical Name
- 716 Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Trademark
- 717 Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Printer/Publisher Device
- 720 Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Family Name
- 730 Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Title
731  Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Title (Work)
732  Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Title (Expression) (Provisional)
740  Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Name/Title
741  Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Name/Title (Work)
742  Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Name/Title (Expression)
743  Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Conventional Name/Title for Legal and Religious Texts
745  Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Name/Collective Title
750  Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Topical Subject
760  Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Place and Date of Publication, Performance, Provenance, etc.
780  Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Form, Genre or Physical Characteristics

[...].